Electromobility in winter: Intelligent functions
optimize range and charging performance
•
•
•

Preconditioning has a positive effect on range in winter
e-tron route planner and range prognosis ensure planning security
Conscious charging contributes to long high-voltage battery life

Ingolstadt, December 17, 2021 – Seat heating instead of a hot air blower, optimum tire
pressure, parking in the garage, and selecting the efficiency mode: these and other factors
determine how quickly the high-voltage battery is drained – or not. What can Audi customers
do beyond the established tips to keep the high-voltage battery in their e-tron model working
efficiently during the winter and to achieve optimal range?

1. Departure timer and preconditioning
Preconditioning climatizes the interior of the vehicle before departure to the desired
temperature like with auxiliary heating. Apart from comfort, it is a function that also ensures
more range. That is because during preconditioning with the departure timer, the energy that is
needed to warm the battery in the winter is directed to the vehicle during charging via an
external energy source – for instance, a home wallbox or a public charging point. The result: less
heating power needs to be used while driving, which in turn benefits range. That is particularly
relevant for bringing the battery to a comfortable temperature without pre-heating for energyintensive short trips, when not much time is available.

2. e-tron route planner
In the purely electric models, the Audi e-tron route planner complements the Audi MMI’s
(MMI = Multi Media Interface) navigation features with about 30 pieces of detailed information
and helps optimize the demands of e-mobility, especially when driving medium and longer
distances: it calculates the fastest route, takes traffic and route data into account, considers the
driver’s driving style, calculates how long it will take to charge the vehicle, and includes it in the
total driving time. Users are also shown basic information such as the charging power or
charging connections and the plug type of the respective charging points. The system also shows
whether charging stations are available or occupied. The Audi e-tron route planner gives
preference to high-performance HPC charging stations (HPC = High Power Charging = ultra-fast
charging) and, in the e-tron GT quattro models, activates battery preconditioning while driving.
With an active e-tron route planner, the particular model always looks for the most efficient
path to its destination. Additionally, the range calculator on the website shows the differences
in range for the Audi e-tron* and the Audi e-tron Sportback* – depending on external
temperature, driving mode, rim size, and use of heating and air conditioning.

The equipment, data and prices specified in this document refer to the model range offered in Germany.
Subject to change without notice; errors and omissions excepted.
*The collective fuel/electric power consumption values of all models named and available on the German
market can be found in the list provided at the end of this MediaInfo.
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3. Charging at low temperatures
The intelligent battery management system (BMS) communicates with the charging point or
wallbox to optimize power for the gentlest possible AC charging. Charging is regulated
automatically and the system ends the charge as soon as the battery is full or a predefined
charge level of, for example, 80 percent has been reached. During the charging process, the BMS
monitors the voltages in the individual cells and balances them as needed. Additionally,
intelligent management engages battery heating. If the battery temperature falls below a
certain limit, the BMS automatically reduces charging capacity in order to prioritize early aging
of the battery. In all, slow charging has a positive effect on the lifespan of the battery.
Additionally, it is advisable to charge as soon as possible after driving when the outside
temperature is cold. That is because the battery is still warmed up and recharges more gently
and quickly.

4. Range prognosis in the digital instrument panel
The range prognosis is derived from the high-voltage battery’s charge level and the energy
consumption forecast. This depends on several factors. Drive system consumption has the
biggest effect on it. Convenience consumers and air conditioning have far less of an effect. For
the projected range, Audi distinguishes between two scenarios: the active navigation route and
inactive navigation. For the active navigation route, the projected consumption from the route
profile (speed limits, green lights, differences in elevation) and current traffic information such
as congestion as well as average energy consumption over the last 100 kilometers (62.1 miles).
Additionally, anticipated convenience and climate consumption are assessed for the entire
upcoming drive. When navigation is inactive, the average of the last 100 kilometers (62.1 miles)
is applied to determine drive system consumption. Convenience and climate consumption are
also assessed. By turning convenience consumers on and off via the range monitor, users can see
their direct impact on the range prognosis.

5. High-voltage battery maintenance
Anyone who frequently makes short car trips should charge the battery to a maximum of 80
percent in order to save its capacity for longer ranges and to extend its lifespan. On the other
hand, it is a good idea to avoid a long-lasting deep discharge when the charge level is below 20
percent. Anyone who frequently makes long car trips can charge up to 100 percent, but should
then start driving immediately thereafter. Ideally, anyone who does not drive for longer than 12
hours should keep the charging level between 40 and 80 percent in the winter.

6. Geo-charging profile
This automated function in the Audi e-tron* records in the vehicle that drivers can activate or
load previously configured charging profiles at particular locations.

*The collective fuel/electric power consumption values of all models named and available on the German
market can be found in the list provided at the end of this MediaInfo.
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Once location-based charging settings are set in the MMI and saved with the help of GPS
coordinates, the charging settings and the timeframe for the charging process can be
configured. Users can set charging profiles for several addresses.

7. Predictive preconditioning
In order to be able to use the Audi e-tron GT*’s high HPC charging capacity of up to 270 kW, the
high-voltage battery needs to be at a particular temperature. This is achieved by means of
adapted preconditioning of the battery while driving. When an HPC charging station is entered
as the destination in the e-tron route planner, an algorithm calculates the anticipated arrival
time and deduces the necessary heating or cooling capacity from that in order to be able to
access high charging capacity at the charging station right away for short idle time. If the
customer wishes, the interior temperature is also correspondingly regulated.

8. Reducing driving resistance and convenience consumers
Smaller rim sizes, narrower tires, and the right air pressure can reduce the tires’ rolling
resistance in the winter. By contrast, roof boxes increase aerodynamic drag. Inside the car,
steering wheel and seat heating save energy because they operate close to the body and
consume less electricity. Switching to air-circulation mode reduces loss of range.

*The collective fuel/electric power consumption values of all models named and available on the German
market can be found in the list provided at the end of this MediaInfo.
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The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets worldwide
and produces at 20 locations in 12 countries. 100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include Audi Sport GmbH
(Neckarsulm, Germany), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy), and Ducati Motor
Holding S.p.A. (Bologna/Italy).
In 2020, the Audi Group delivered to customers about 1.693 million automobiles of the Audi brand, 7,430
sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and 48,042 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the 2020 fiscal year,
AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €50.0 billion and an operating profit before special items of €2.7 billion.
At present, around 87,000 people work for the company all over the world, 60,000 of them in Germany.
With new models, innovative mobility offerings and other attractive services, Audi is becoming a provider of
sustainable, individual premium mobility.
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Fuel/electric power consumption of the models named above

Information on fuel/electric power consumption and CO 2 emissions in ranges depend on the tires/wheels
used as well as the selected equipment.

Audi e-tron GT quattro
Combined electric power consumption in kWh/100 km (62.1 mi): 21.8–19.9 (WLTP);
19.6–18.8 (NEDC); combined CO2 emissions in g/km (g/mi): 0 (0)
Audi e-tron Sportback
Combined electric power consumption in kWh/100 km (62.1 mi): 25.9–21.0 (WLTP); 24.0–20.9
(NEDC); combined CO2 emissions in g/km (g/mi): 0 (0)
Audi e-tron
Combined electric power consumption in kWh/100 km (62.1 mi): 26.1–21.0 (WLTP);
24.3–20.9 (NEDC); combined CO2 emissions in g/km (g/mi): 0 (0)
The indicated consumption and emissions values were determined according to the legally specified
measuring methods. Since September 1, 2017, type approval for certain new vehicles has been performed
in accordance with the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test
procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. Since September 1, 2018, the WLTP has
gradually replaced the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). Due to the more realistic test conditions, the
consumption and CO2 emission values measured are in many cases higher than the values measured
according to the NEDC. Additional information about the differences between WLTP and NEDC is available
at www.audi.de/wltp.
At the moment, it is still mandatory to communicate the NEDC values. In the case of new vehicles for which
type approval was performed using WLTP, the NEDC values are derived from the WLTP values. WLTP values
can be provided voluntarily until their use becomes mandatory. If NEDC values are indicated as a range, they
do not refer to one, specific vehicle and are not an integral element of the offer. They are provided only for
the purpose of comparison between the various vehicle types. Additional equipment and accessories
(attachment parts, tire size, etc.) can change relevant vehicle parameters, such as weight, rolling resistance
and aerodynamics and, like weather and traffic conditions as well as individual driving style, influence a
vehicle’s electric power consumption, CO2 emissions and performance figures.
Further information on official fuel consumption figures and the official specific CO2 emissions o f new
passenger cars can be found in the “Guide on the fuel economy, CO2 emissions and power consumption of
all new passenger car models,” which is available free of charge at all sales dealerships and from DAT
Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, Germany
(www.dat.de).
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